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Privilegio Milano is a new company, founded in Miami, specializing in the design and 
sale of luxury linens and fabrics for the home, yacht, plane or office.
Our linens feature customized elements to meet the specific design needs of select 
businesses and individuals. Our products are made by Tuscan craftsmen who have a 
long history of working with high-quality materials to reflect the creativity and taste 
that classic Italy is known for. We feature a wide range of designs and styles from 
traditional to contemporary.

Privilegio is managed by Monica, an experienced Interior Designer from Milan. 
Monica’s inspiration is to transform a house into your home by incorporating unique 
elements which feature quality fabrics with a focus on details which create a unique 
and welcoming environment. Monica believes customized linens and fabrics are like 
clothing for your home. They that are part of the everyday life of your house: kitchen 
linens, bed linens, bathroom towels and fabrics in general.



Bedroom



From the table, to the bathroom and throughout the bedroom, we feature exclusive 
garments for you and your home. Privilegio Milano and its luxury brand are the 
name for linens and fabrics made with the finest, durable fibers and woven with 
quality and care. Our mission incorporates a desire for continuous innovation, 
using classic elements and new, all with a focus on customizing your space.

 Our focus is quality and detail; we carefully meet 

 the expectations of the most discerning individuals

Bath



This is how the most precious natural yarn is made.

Fibra di Legno yarn is natural and ecological.

Fibra di Legno yarn and products have a unique characteristic for thermostatic 
temperature control, which makes Fibra di Legno fabrics as warm as wool in 
the winter and as cool as cotton in summer. Its high transpiration quality allows 
humidity to be quickly absorbed and dispersed.

The Fibra di Legno yarn is also very durable. Its properties are enhanced wash 
after wash, and the fabrics keep their unique beauty throughout the life of the 
product. From bed, to bath, to table, linens from Fibra di Legno give life to a wide 
range of exquisite creations.

BEDDing
Fibra di Legno textiles fill our bedroom with comfort and beauty.
Sheets, pillow cases and blankets adjust to your body temperature, making you 
naturally comfortable and relaxed.

BatH linEn
Fibra di Legno bath linens are elegant, incredibly absorbent and durable.

taBlE linEn
Fibra di Legno fabrics are ideally suited to table linens which feature elegance, 
creativity in design and durability.

  Fibra di Legno 

is a textile fiber derived from birch wood pulp. It is the result of years 

of artisanal expertise combined with cutting-edge technology

Living



Yacht 

Whether part of your own watercraft or for the designs of your clients, at Privilegio Milano 
you can find luxury Bed & Bath linens for the finest yachts. Stylish and comfortable, 
our bed linens are custom-made to fit, sewn according to individual specifications, and 
featuring colors and elements to match your style. You can select from standard designs 
and customized embroidery featuring the name or monogram of your vessel. Privilegio 
Milano provides only the best nautical linens which can be coordinated with luxury 
towels and robes to complete the elegantly appointed bed and bath.

The quality of the linens, the timeless charm of the design, the delicacy 

 of the embroidery: discover Privilegio’s sea of comfort



contacts
(001) 305-766-4073

monica@privilegiomilano.com
www.privilegiomilano.com

Show Room at the Filling Station
1657 N Miami Ave 
Miami FL 33136
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